HHL Middle East Scholarship (full-time MBA)
The MBA Program at HHL is an important step for your future career and personal development. We aim for the
highest standards. And we want students to aim for their ideas at their best.
With its Middle East Scholarship Program, HHL offers scholarships that increase the MBA Program’s diversity and
support HHL’s mission to “educate effective, responsible and entrepreneurial business leaders through excellence in
teaching, research and practice”. Successful candidates will receive a partial tuition reduction for the full-time MBA
Program.

Scholarship Selection Process
Please

submit

the

scholarship

Scholarship Task
application

by

uploading it with your program application. The
selection committee evaluates the application and in

On the following page you will find the task and
further information about the application.

case of a successful admission to the full-time MBA

Choose the Format

Program, you will be informed about the scholarship

Want to illustrate your response visually? Submit a

decision.

slide presentation. Like to express yourself with
words? Write a traditional essay. Use the format

Selection Criteria

which you feel best captures your response –the

Applicants must hold an undergraduate degree in any
field, as well as a minimum of three years of work

Scholarship Review Committee has no preference.

experience. Furthermore, an above average GMAT

Determine Your Own Length

score is required.

There is no prescribed minimum or maximum length.

Only applicants who apply for HHL’s full-time

We trust that you will use your best judgment in

MBA Program are eligible to apply for this

determining how long your submission should be, but

scholarship.

we recommend no more than 1000 words.

Submitting Your Application & Deadline

Contact

Your scholarship application must be submitted

Ellen Schönfelder

together

HHL Leipzig Graduate School of Management

with

the

program

application

by

uploading it on the online application portal under the

Jahnallee 59

section ‘Documents to Upload’:

04109 Leipzig

www.hhl.de/application-full-time-mba-program/

Germany

Please bear in mind that your chances to receive

Tel.: +49 341 9851-889

financial support increase the earlier you apply.

Email: e.schoenfelder@hhl.de

HHL gGmbH, Jahnallee 59, 04109 Leipzig, Germany
Ellen Schönfelder, T+49 341 9851-889, e.schoenfelder@hhl.de
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HHL Middle East Scholarship (full-time MBA)
Scholarship Introduction – International Competences & Diversity
International competence is essential for success as a business leader. Each MBA class is made up of students from
about 20 countries, with backgrounds ranging from engineering and medicine to music. They bring with them
experiences from a diversity of cultures, languages, sectors and companies. This international and diverse setting
perfectly prepares our students for their careers in international and intercultural teams and companies. Small
classes and interactive group projects strengthen your intercultural competencies and reinforce the team spirit. Our
students therefore establish a strong network of friendships and valuable global contacts, which unlocks many a
door in their management careers. Current MBA students come from across the world:

At HHL we believe that diversity in the classroom will enrich everyone’s learning experience, open you up to new
perspectives and broaden your mind. We want to find out about your experiences and your culture, and discover
how these will strengthen the open-minded and international HHL spirit.
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HHL Middle East Scholarship (full-time MBA)
Adhere to Technical Guidelines
a) Use the questions on this page as inspiration
b) Keep your file size around 5MB
c) Applications are only accepted in PDF format

Scholarship Questions
The following is a collection of questions relating to facets about you we want to hear more about. Use these as the
basis or stimulus for your response in the format you choose.



Describe yourself in three words.



Describe an event, moment or experience that has shaped your life.



Where do you see yourself in five years and how does this scholarship fit into these plans?



How do you think you can leverage your skills in your home country after the completion of your MBA
studies at HHL?



How will you contribute to the HHL community during and after your studies at HHL?



What qualifies you for this Scholarship Program?



What do you consider as alternatives to financing your studies at HHL if you are not selected for the HHL
Middle East Scholarship Program?
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